






















Good morning Senator Ballweg, Representative James and committee members.  Thank you for the 
opportunity to discuss what training law enforcement recruits receive in the academy on death 
investigations and making death notifications.   
 
I am Stephanie Pederson and I work at the Training and Standards Bureau at the Wisconsin DOJ.  I 
oversee the curriculum for the 22 police academies we have in Wisconsin.  Every recruit learns the same 
basic curriculum in Wisconsin to ensure consistency across the state.  The focus of the academy is on the 
types of skills an officer will use the first 5 years on the job. That is the curriculum that I oversee.  
 
In the 720-hour curriculum we do cover 8 hours of evidence collection and crime scene processing, 
including some basic information on responding to deaths.  The main focus of the training as far as 
deaths go is to recognize that a death has happened, determine if it appears to be a crime, secure the 
scene and prevent any contamination of evidence, and to call an investigator or supervisor to 
investigate the incident further.   
 
After a few years on the job, officers tend to start focusing on specialty areas such as crash 
reconstruction, sensitive crimes, and death investigations. Usually, those officers go to more training, 
such as the death investigation course that Special Agent Yerges talked about.  These types of trainings 
give the officer more advance training on investigating these crimes.  
 
Additionally, we do teach recruits how to make a death notification in their Professional 
Communications Skills course.  Patrol officers may be the ones contacting family members, we train to 
do it in person, to tell a family that their loved one has died.  We worked with Chaplains across the state 
to develop this procedure knowing that this notification and the way the notification is done, is very 
important to the family and often times sets the tone for any follow-up contact with the families.   
 
I would also like to add, that I have talked to many legislators over the years regarding requiring training 
for officers.  In Wisconsin, officers must complete 24-hours of in-service training every year and the 
individual agencies decide what training their officers go through outside of two topics that are required 
through statute (pursuit training and the annual handgun qualification course).  We encourage best 
practices when it comes to the training rather than requiring training out of those 24 hours.  The reason 
for this is that if officers were required to go through several required topical trainings there would not 
be any time, or funding, left for those officers to attend training they really need for the type of policing 
they do.   
 
As I said earlier, officers tend to go down a certain track as they move through their career, and they will 
need training in those specialty areas.  Crash reconstructionists need to become better trained in 
processing crash scenes, sensitive crimes investigators need to learn more about trauma informed 
interviewing and working with advocates and victims of domestic violence and sexual assaults, and 
death investigators need to learn better methods to process crime scenes and investigate deaths.  We 
begin in the recruit academy by providing basic training in many topics and train the recruits on the 
things they need to know to do the job out on patrol for the first 5 years of their career.  Agencies 
decide on what training officers in different positions need to keep them proficient in those roles.   
 
Thank you for the opportunity to talk with you today and with that overview, do any of you have any 
questions regarding what training recruits receive in the academy?      
 
 



Death Notifications Steps 
 

1. Gather the facts and confirm them – verify the victim died and that a positive identification is 
made. Know the general facts to be able to answer questions. 
 

2. Make the notification within one hour or as soon as practical after someone died. 
 

3. Go in person. 
 

4. Go in pairs – law enforcement and the medical examiner or a chaplain, or service counselor.  A 
male/female team helps.  One can provide support while the other is answering questions.  
If the notified person is home alone, do not leave them alone.  Wait for other family or friends 
to arrive for support. 
 

5. Contact the family. Verify you have the correct address and family, identify your self and show 
credentials if not in uniform.  
 

6. Deliver the notification in plain language. 
 

7. Be compassionate and provide support. Do not just notify the family and then leave. Be patient, 
take the time to answer questions, ask the family if they have anyone you would like them to 
call. 
 

8. Provide closure and follow-up.  Offer condolences, ask if they have any more questions, provide 
them with your contact information. 
 

9. Exercise self-assessment and care.   
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